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Front cover & this page: A Proper Garden Railway!! See article on page 8 for details  

Garden Railway Photos 
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Building a Polly V – Update 
Aidan Hall  

Just a brief update!  I am in the process 

of painting the main parts of the 

engine:  running boards, tanks, cab and 

boiler cowling so will hope to update 

more in a later edition. 

The fitting of the pipes before painting 

has worked well and I think I have all 

the parts to finish!! 

This is a picture of the running boards 

during painting. 

Contents 
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The newsletter of Plymouth Miniature Steam. Published quarterly (normally March, 
June, September & December) and issued free to members. Cut-off date for 
submissions is 24th of the preceding month (i.e. Feb, May, Aug & Nov). 
 
We  operate  a  ground  level  track  of  approximately  half  a  mile  in  length  at  our  
site  at  Pendeen Crescent,  Southway,  Plymouth,  with  facilities  for  3½,  5  and  7¼  
inch  gauges.  
Public running occurs on the first and third Sundays of each month, from April until 
the end of October. 
For further details and membership information, please contact Ian Jefferson 
(01752-788862) or Malcolm Preen (01752-778083). 
 
Current Membership Rates - Adult £20.00, Junior £8.00. 
Workshop facilities available to members at ‘Tor Bridge High’ (was Estover 
Community College), Plymouth, £25 per term (10 weeks) or £3 per session. 
 
Editor:  Dave Biss, Sunnyside, The Crescent, Crapstone, YELVERTON, 

Devon, PL20 7PS. 
Tel: 01822 854433.       Email -  pms.editor@hotmail.co.uk 

 
Web - www.plymouthminiaturesteam.co.uk 
We also operate an email message service within the membership; if you wish to 
join, please send an email to jbmon@btinternet.com  
Please note that contributions reflect the views of the writer and are not necessarily 
endorsed by the Company. 
Trading Post - Members advertisements for models and other related items are 
published free.  
Non-members £1 per entry. Trade, by arrangement. All items for inclusion to be sent 
to the Editor.  
Plymouth Miniature Steam, a Company limited by guarantee, registered in England 
No. 3360128 
 

 

Your Committee for 2014: 

Ian Jefferson – Chairman; Martin Elver – Vice Chairman 
Ursula Brown – Secretary; John Briggs – Treasurer; Selwyn Brown –Track Marshal 
Bob Masters; Bernard Webb; Charlie Palin; Nick Hill 
 

Club Details 

mailto:pms.editor@hotmail.co.uk
http://www.plymouthminiaturesteam.co.uk/
mailto:jbmon@btinternet.com
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Dartmouth Regatta 
Dave Biss 

Some photos of steam boats at 

Dartmouth Regatta. 

   

Paddle Steamer Kingswear Castle is 

now resident on the Dart & took part in 

the Steamboat Parade at the start of the 

Classic Boat Parade. 

Well worth a trip if you are in the area! 

Photo: Editor  

A number of Plymouth 

Miniature Steam members 

visited. 

Photo: Paul Miller 

A view of the steam boats on 

their moorings.  

Photo: Alan Davis 

Dartmouth Regatta  
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From the Chair 
August already! Yes indeed it is and what a mixed bag of a summer we have had so 

far! From good weather, with blazing sunshine to positive downpours; indeed as I 

write this, the remains of Hurricane Bertha have just departed from our shores. 

So what has been happening over the last 3 months? The demand for rides on the 

public running Sundays, continues unabated, with queues regularly going beyond the 

end of the building and the daily totals frequently exceeding the corresponding day 

in previous years and new ‘all time records’ being created. Whilst this is certainly a 

financial benefit, it does place a significant strain on both those members running the 

service and the locomotives and rolling stock employed. Our thanks therefore go to 

all those who turn up regularly to provide this service, including the Tuesday gang 

who carry out various maintenance tasks and keeping the site up to scratch. As ever, 

if you could spare some time to assist, either with the actual running Sundays, or the 

Tuesday maintenance, it would be appreciated. We will also have to look to schedule 

maintenance of the stock over the winter period. It is also reassuring to see that 

more use is being made of the members’ “second Sunday”, particularly the barbeque 

day in July, which thankfully saw fine weather 

and was enjoyed by all present. It also saw the 

first outing of the first of the new Polly 5s; 

finished in red, this could easily be mistaken 

for a 45xx in London Transport colours. This 

is something of an experiment as it was 

commercially painted using automotive ‘2 

pack’, it has certainly withstood the heat so 

far. Another ‘returner’ on this day, after 

several years in the wilderness was my own ‘Coronation’ battery electric locomotive, 

with a new battery, new controller and various minor cosmetic changes, it ran well 

and was very popular with those present, one of these days it may get a repaint, or at 

least a ‘touch up’. 

Looking to the future. All too soon September will be with us and with it our annual 

exhibition on the 21st. So come along and please bring your latest ‘creation’ with you! 

From The Chair  
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Remember that we have to start the day early, so we will be ‘setting up’ from just 

after 9am and as long as the weather is fit, we will be running from noon. Slightly 

further ahead is our members’ evening on October 28th, for which we have secured a 

speaker ‘Phil Rundle’. Phil was a fireman at Laira and I am assured that his 

recollections and anecdotes are to be enjoyed by all members of the family; who are 

also invited, so I hope to see you all there! Looking even further ahead, as I identified 

earlier this year, 2015 is the 25th anniversary of the opening of Goodwin Park. I had 

hoped that we would have been able to have some celebratory events for this 

auspicious occasion, however, as the required support has not been forthcoming 

from the membership, it is now unlikely that anything will take place. 

I will close, by wishing you all the best and look forward to seeing your ‘holiday 

reports’ in the next magazine. As for myself; having got Coronation sorted, it is on 

with the next project, so which will it be? Watch this space! 

Topsy-turvy Engineering 
 John Briggs 

 Investigating a reluctant injector, I stripped it down with the drawings to hand 
only to find the cones were assembled the wrong way round! For ease of reference, 
the steam cone is the long thin one and the delivery cone is shorter and fatter. 
 This reminded me of a ship’s boiler room that did not have remote controls but 
was operated locally by a boiler room crew standing on the deck plates. The crew 
were subjected every 3 or 4 hours to a large bang and a brief plume of steam from 
somewhere in the bilge. This never caused alarm as “it’s always been like that”, 
almost as if it’s a part of that ship’s character - a comforting philosophy not 
supported by logic. A closer examination showed a relief valve in series with a non-
return valve in a steam drains system, and sure enough, the non return valve had 
been installed the wrong way round. 
 That in turn reminded me of a North Sea oil rig where a much bigger valve had 
been installed upside down. In time it was called upon to perform its duty but with 
catastrophic results and heavy pollution of the sea.  
 Most accidents are due to operator error and it is unusual for engineering to be 
blamed. In aerospace, the designer will make inlets and outlets to be of different 
sizes making such confusion impossible, and another reason why aerospace is an 
expensive and relatively safe business. 

From The Chair/Topsy-Turvy  
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Visit to Ted Martin’s railway, Thame, Oxford  
Aidan Hall  

Please see the front and back of this newsletter for photos 

On the 27th July I visited the 7 ¼ inch railway of the late Mr Ted Martin at Thame, 
Oxford.  The trip had been arranged by Newton Abbot Model Engineers. 
I had been told it was not one to miss so I duly said I would go.  I can certainly say it 
was worth the visit!  For those who have not heard of Ted Martin let me bring you 
up-to-speed briefly: 
After a career as an engineer in the motor industry in which he had several notable 
motor racing engines and car designs to his credit, Ted Martin retired in the 1970s to 
devote himself to building one of the country’s most remarkable miniature railways.  
Ted passed away in 2010 at the age of 88 and I gather he was quite a character.  There 
is further reading surrounding Ted’s achievements however they would fill a few pages! 
 
Ted’s wife, Eileen, continues to hold open days for people to see and ride the railway 
although there is no certainty this will continue due to family issues.  There is a small 
group of local model engineers who see to the running and maintenance of the 
railway. 
 
Ted’s home is tucked away at the end of a quiet lane.  In true railway tradition one 
had to drive over the level crossing onto the drive!  After meeting Eileen and various 
parties we all ventured over to the engine shed.  Wow what a surprise! 
Six Engines in preparation for steam!  The engines were fine examples of various 
GWR classes including a King although my favourite is the Large Prairie.  The engine 
shed was also cleverly designed.  There were sunken paths beside the track which 
allowed for easy access to prepare the trains as well as access into the engine shed.   
The shed may appear scaled to the engines however right in front of the sheds was a 
pit over 6 feet deep which allowed for easy inspection of the engines. 
 
Whilst the engines were being prepared one of the guys asked if I had seen the 
workshop.  I was ushered over to a quaint looking garage.  It was like an Aladdin’s 
cave inside, machinery, tools and several engines in various states of repair.  The 
GWR Saint “Robin Hood” was virtually ready to run! 
Like many workshops there was little space to swing a cat so I returned to the engine 
shed ready to watch the first trains out. 

Garden Railway  
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All of the trains ran double headed which was great.  The drivers of the tender 
engines rode on the tender which also made the double heading look the part.  Each 
pair of trains would take their turn and upon completing a circuit they would return 
to the sheds, turn on the turntable (which is behind the shed), coal up and return for 
the next run.  
The track itself was amazing in both scale and layout.  It was obvious from walking 
the grounds Ted had bigger plans for the layout which included a scaled viaduct 
although this had not been started aside from the embankment leading up to the first 
abutment.  There was also a planned loop into an adjoining allotment over an iron 
girder bridge. 
Ted did have an eye for detail; the entire track was laid like traditional rail with 
miniature rail chairs, cast with GWR and the year into them and small clips holding 
the track into the chair. 
 
The journey round - The layout has some interesting features with several double 
track sections, a large double track tunnel with a real engine funnel as an air vent, a 
scaled brick arch bridge which carried the track round on one of the loops and a 
gradual climb which put the engines to the test especially with 15 people on board! 
The day was whiled away with lots of rides, a lovely buffet lunch, more rides and also 
some spectating!  Should the opportunity arise to go again I will definitely spread the 
word for members to come along.   
 
  

Garden Railway  

Shop Early for Christmas! 

For that special Christmas present, do not forget the range of clothing that is 

available, complete with the club logo. I expect to place the last order for this year, 

just after the exhibition, so that we should have it available by the end of the 

running season. This is also the last time I can guarantee the current prices. In 

addition to the items listed with the last magazine, we can now obtain overalls 

(Dickies brand) at £30 each; in sizes Small to XXL. I also have a few items available 

from stock (Mostly size XL) which can be seen and purchased on any running 

Sunday, or where you can pick up an order form. Alternatively, if you need an 

order form, but can not collect one, send me an email (ijefferson@hotmail.com) 

and I will get one to you. Ian. 

Overall sizing – Small (36/38); Med (40/42); Large (44/46); XL (48/50); XXL 

(52/54) – in Royal Blue, or Navy Blue.  

 

mailto:ijefferson@hotmail.com
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The Square Cube Law 
(or why insects do not fly in the rain, small animals do not live in the Arctic and big cylinders are 
better) 

John Briggs 

 If we increase the length, breadth and height of an object by 10 times, the 
volume (and weight) will will increase by a thousand but its surface area only by a 
hundred. Increasing size, therefore, produces a bigger increase in weight and volume 
than surface area. This is well illustrated by just a few numbers:- 
 
Volume   Area   Volume relative to area 
10 x 10 x 10 = 1000  10 x 10 = 100  10 times 
20 x 20 x 20 = 8000  20 x 20 = 400  20 times 
40 x 40 x 40 = 64000  40 x 40 = 1600 40 times 
 
 This becomes important if you happen to fall down a lift shaft as the 
resistance to motion from your surface area is inadequate compared to the driving 
force from your weight. The same fate would not bother a mouse, whose relatively 
large surface area compared with its small volume or weight would protect it from 
harm; arriving at the bottom it would just bounce around a bit and walk away. On the 
other hand, a man climbs out of a bath without difficulty, the weight of water on the 
skin being but a small fraction  of body weight. To a mouse though, a bath is a 
dreadful prospect as it would have to lift its own weight of water in getting out. An 
insect, of course, cannot cope at all  and simply drowns. Water to small creatures is 
as terrifying as gravity is to large ones. 
 
 If we now consider heat loss, we can quickly see that a small creature with a 
large surface area to transfer heat may have to eat its own body weight just to keep 
warm, so in this instance increasing size has its advantages. Similarly in locomotive 
design large cylinders with a large ratio of volume to area suffer far less from 
cylinder condensation and radiation loss with consequent increase in efficiency. 
 
JB 

 

 

Square Cube Law  
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80 Years On! 
Ian Jefferson 

February 1934 and Doncaster laid the frames for a new locomotive, works number 

1789, It was of a new and experimental design, to the Mikado wheel arrangement 

and was intended for the Edinburgh to Aberdeen route. Double heading by Atlantics 

was common practice as the load that Pacifics were allowed to take was restricted 

and double heading was not permitted. So this new design was intended to be able to 

take the heaviest trains over that route, ‘single handed’. The most powerful (based 

upon a tractive effort of 43,460lbs) British express passenger locomotive, this was 

completed in May 1934. Named “Cock O’ The North” she carried the running number 

2001. A further 5 locomotives were subsequently built and all differed slightly, but 

whilst 2001 used Lenz poppet valve gear, the remainder all used Walschaerts gear 

with piston valves. Although they proved themselves very capable they did suffer 

from some problems and they were often under utilised so were not overly 

economic. Consequently they did not have a long life, all being rebuilt to Pacifics in 

the early 1940s; as such they were not successful and all were scrapped by the July 

1961. 

Fast Forward 80 years! 

Early in 2014, over 20 tons of steel plate was rolled, to a special order placed by the 

same group that built the Peppercorn A1, Tornado. This was then profiled and fully 

machined. These plates are destined to form the frames of the seventh of this class of 

locomotive, to be named “Prince of Wales” it will carry the running number 2007. By 

the middle of July 2014, progress was sufficiently advanced that these frames could 

receive a public viewing. For myself, as an admirer of these and other LNER 

locomotives, a trip to Darlington was a ’must’. To say that they are impressive, is an 

absolute understatement. Resting on stands, they occupy a significant proportion of 

the floor space of the historic building that is Darlington Locomotive Works. 

Although 2 of the actual frame stays have been bolted onto place, in the main they 

are temporarily held together by long pieces of studding through lengths of tube. 

Nonetheless, from this, an appreciation of the size of the project can be gained: it is 

after all very much the same as we do, but on a much larger scale.   

80 Years On!  
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This is not going to be a ‘replica’ but a new, next in class, using current capabilities, 

hence the fact that the frames have been machined all around. Frame stays will in 

many cases be fabricated rather than cast, as will the cylinder block (one unit 

carrying all 3 cylinders).  She is to be fitted with roller bearings and the boiler is to be 

the same as that on Tornado, even though it is some 17 inches shorter than the 

original (one of the originals also had a shorter boiler); the higher pressure of 250 

psi allows the cylinders to be slightly reduced in size which eases the clearance, as 

the original would be out of (current) gauge at that point by a few inches! Lessons 

are also being learned from the building of Tornado; the rear Cartazzi frames are 

identical to those fitted to Tornado as they are simpler than the original design; the 

wheelsets will visit the South Devon Railway, in order to have the crankpins fitted, 

using the machine that came from Doncaster works and was (probably) used when 

the originals were built. Another little difference is that the horn slots in the frames 

are not parallel; they are in fact tapered at 

about 1 in 175, a similar taper is to be 

machined on the horn castings, such that 

they can be driven up into the slot, to 

ensure they are tight! Is this something we 

could adopt in miniature?   

When will we see her on the main line? The 

estimate is that the build may be done in 

about 7 years and cost in the order of £5m, 

the main factor being that the time will 

largely be determined by the money. But 

space and other resources are also factors, 

as the frames will soon have to be moved 

sideways by several feet, in order to allow 

Tornado to be brought in for her winter 

maintenance. If you want to keep up to 

date with progress and hopefully join in, 

just go to www.p2steam.com  

 

80 Years On!  

http://www.p2steam.com/
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The front of the frames The rear of the frames 

First wheel casting still to be NDT 

tested 

Smokebox Dart and Handles. 
Made (with help) by James May 

Very clean and tidy Darlington 

locomotive works 

David Elliott explaining some of 

the frame details 

80 Years On!  
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Thinking About Design - The Boiler 

John Briggs 

In previous articles we have looked at tractive effort and engine 
power. In the end the success of a locomotive depends on its overall reliability and 
whether the boiler steams well. Fuel economy is often mentioned but can be easily 
over - emphasised, representing only 8% of the total working expense of a railway. 
Reliability is heavily influenced by design which should provide rugged construction 
to cope with wear and tear and re - machining whilst avoiding unnecessary weight, 
especially in rotating parts; ease of access is also especially important so that wheels 
and axles can be removed without taking down numerous pipes; steam pipe joints 
should be kept away from bearings and lubricant reservoirs; the boiler should be 
mounted as high as possible bringing the firebox above the frames thus making side 
stays accessible.  
The most important rule when designing the boiler is to make it as large as loading 
conditions permit. It is almost impossible to over - boiler an engine as a large boiler 
will always reduce fuel and maintenance costs, except perhaps for an engine on 
shunting duties that spends long periods on stand - by. 
Dissimilar metals should be avoided to minimise electrolytic action as well as  undue 
mass of metal concentrated in the firebox, foundation ring and firehole ring  which 
may make the water contact insufficient to conduct the heat away from the metal; 
wastage then occurs and trouble experienced with leakage. Similarly, water spaces 
should be as liberal as possible to permit free circulation of the convection currents. 
 
The Barrel 
Ideally the barrel should be formed from one plate, reducing the number of 
circumferential joints. If this is not possible the overlaps should be arranged with  
increasing diameters from the smokebox end to the firebox. There is then no risk of 
water becoming trapped in the barrel when the boiler is emptied. Longitudinal joints 
should be well above the maximum water level to lessen the effects of corrosion. 
Coned barrels, although more expensive as regards first cost, offer several 
advantages over the parallel barrel type. The water space is less at the smoke box 
end, where the heat transmission through the tubes is at a minimum, and greater at 
the firebox end where it is most needed. There is a saving of  unproductive weight at 
the smokebox end which would also fall on carrying rather than on coupled wheels. 
Further, the enginemen's range of vision is extended. Lastly, an advantage applying 

Boiler Design  
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more to narrow gauge practice is that the centre of gravity is lowered and the 
liability to roll at speed reduced. 
 
The Inner Firebox - steel or copper? 
British practice was to use copper whilst American practice used steel. Copper has 
better conductivity, it expands more making scale less likely to adhere and does not 
pit easily if water is of a corrosive nature and is a more dependable material 
generally, however the steel barrel will corrode faster due to dissimilar metals. Steel 
fireboxes cost less and weigh less as steel is the stronger material so sheets can be 
thinner. Riveting can be eliminated and the adoption of welding allows the complete 
renewal of the inner firebox without removing the backplate of the outer firebox. 
Tubes can be welded into the tube plate, thus eliminating distortion by use of the 
tube expander. 
 
Wide versus Narrow Fireboxes. 
With coal of good quality, deep fireboxes of the narrow type usually give the best 
results. Less distortion arises from unequal expansion of the inner and outer 
fireboxes and convection currents are stronger. The engine may need to be worked 
more heavily to draw the requisite air supply through a deep fire. Low grade fuels 
necessitate a wide type of box that depends greatly on the manner in which the 
engine is operated. With late cut - offs (no notching back) the draught is heavy and, 
unless the fire is thick, causes “holes in the fire” increasing unburnt fuel loss 
considerably. Anthracite coal offers less resistance to the passage of air through the 
fire than bituminous grades and must not be fired too thinly. 
 
Relative Merits of Belpaire and Round - Topped Fireboxes. 
In comparison with the round - topped firebox, the Belpaire box offers the following 
advantages:- 
1. Constant water area, irrespective of level of water in the boiler, where evaporation is 

greatest and most efficient. 
2. Full threads in inner and outer plates for stays, which are in all cases normal to the plates. 
3. Increased steam and water spaces. 
4. More freedom for convection currents with less scale accumulation. 

 
On the other hand, the advantages of the round - topped box are:- 
1. Lower first cost. 
2. No expensive and difficult plate flanging. 
3. Reduced weight. 

 

Boiler Design  
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Thermic Syphons. 
The Nicholson thermic syphon, invented by an Englishman of that name, was widely 
adopted in main line practice and some models do incorporate it. It is virtually a 
funnel of triangular form, starting with a parallel neck section at the bottom 
expanding up into a bulbous funnel at the top that provides a discharge area 10 or 12 
times greater than that of the neck, thus ensuring a quiet release of water over the 
crown sheet with, in consequence, no reduction in the dryness fraction of the steam. 
The advantages claimed for the Nicholson thermic syphon are:-  
1. Accelerated circulation of the water in the boiler, especially as regards the 

firebox water spaces, with consequent reductions in scale formation and in the 
range of water temperature throughout the boiler; as a corollary, boiler 
maintenance cost are reduced. 

2. A considerable increase in efficiency of the heating surface area of the firebox. 
3. Can “save the day” if water level is low with the fountain action protecting the 

crown on bends or when working over mountainous sections. 
4. Acts as a strut supporting the crown. 
5. Owing to improved circulation evaporation rate is increased and time necessary 

for steam raising is reduced. 
6. Fuel economy of about 8% is achieved. 
 
The Dome 
To ensure freedom from priming and a high dryness fraction under all working 
conditions, the dome should be of as generous dimensions as possible. The boiler 
joint should be a slow as possible so that, when broken, the regulator is exposed for 
maintenance. It should not be placed in the vicinity of the firebox, as ebullition is is 
most violent there, and further, difficult will occur on starting from rest on an up 
gradient. On the other hand, shunting and suburban engines making frequent stops 
will give trouble by priming if the dome is placed too near the smokebox, owing to 
the surging of water in the boiler. 
As a general rule the middle of the engine is the most favourable location for the 
dome although, with the regulator often placed in the dome, this gives an excessive 
length of internal steam pipe that, in main line practice, is liable to corrode and is 
inaccessible for repair; it also accommodates a large volume of steam between the 
boiler and the cylinders, especially with a superheater; there is therefore less less 
flexibility of control in the event of the engine slipping or priming. This is one point 
in favour of placing the regulator between the superheater and the cylinders. (JB) 
 

 

Boiler Design  
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Trading Post 
For Sale 

Myford ML7 lathe 
3 jaw & 4 jaw chucks, stand & accessories 

Contact Pete Reed 01752 301029 

For Sale 

5" Gauge Great Western 14XX tank locomotive.  
A Winson Kit from the year 2000, only steamed once, needs 

'de fluffing' and a bit of 'fettling'. £5,000 ono. Contact Ian 

Newman on 01626 834140, or ianctnewman@hotmail.com   

 

For Sale 

Myford Super 7 lathe 
3 jaw & 4 jaw chucks. 2

nd
 3 jaw with inside & 

outside jaws. Faceplates, knurling tools & vertical 
slide with vice. Change wheels & various other 
tools & accessories. Tailstock has external thread 
to take headstock chucks. The saddle gib strip 
(shim) needs refitting and adjusting. £600 ono 
Contact the Editor (see page 4 for details)  

Trading Post  

mailto:ianctnewman@hotmail.com
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Club Diary Dates 2014: 
11/9/2014 Tor Bridge High evening class – term starts 

14/9/2014 Committee meeting and members’ Sunday 

21/9/2014 Public Running Sunday and exhibition 

5/10/2014 Public Running Sunday 

12/10/2014 Committee meeting and members’ Sunday 

19/10/2014 Public Running Sunday 

TBA Tor Bridge High evening class – half term 

28/10/2014 Members’ Evening  

9/11/2014 Committee meeting 

TBA Tor Bridge High evening class – term ends 

24/11/2014 Winter Magazine press date 

14/12/2014 Committee meeting 

1/1/2015 Members’ day 

 
 
The "Tuesday Gang" 
Meet weekly at the track from 10:15 to 12:15. The jobs tackled include mowing, DIY 
on the building, maintenance of locos and rolling stock, painting bridges etc.  
 
PMS Club Meetings 
Church of the Holy Spirit, Flamborough Road, Southway, 
Plymouth (near Shopping Centre). 
Tues 28h October - 7:30pm start 
The evening will include a 45 minute illustrated presentation by Phil Rundle M.B.E., 
M.Inst. T.A.  concerning his life’s work on the footplate with the GWR. 
Phil is already known to several members who were fortunate to purchase his excellent 
book on the same topic, sadly now out of print. 
 
 
Workshop Evenings 
Workshop facilities available to members at ‘Tor Bridge High’, Plymouth. 
£25 per term (10 weeks) or £3 per session. Thursday eves (6:30-8:30pm) during 
term time. For dates see above 

Diary 
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See article on Page 8 for details   

Garden Railway Photos 
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Steaming back from the pub during Dartmouth Regatta - Photo Fiona Johnson 

(The reason this issue was delayed slightly!-Ed)  

 
Preparing for the Summer Barbecue at Goodwin Park – Photo John Briggs 

And Finally . . .  


